Abstract: Ne\v passive-active vibroacoustical forced oscillation diagnostics method, based on nonlinear dynamics of tested objects, is considered. Method uses non-stationary vibration excitation lvith changed frequency. For the frost time theoretical researches of the non] inear one-mass oscillating system is given~~ith mentioned excit:ition at the presence of the crack in testing object. Ne\v analytical expressions bet~i-een the estimates of spectral amplitudes of signals, radifited at testing object forced oscillations, and relative crack size, duration of the diagnostics and speed of frequency excitation changing are received, On the basis of mentioned expressions testing data are proposed and investi~ited.
For diagnostics and evaluation of testing object cracks the passi~'c-actfic lo~v-frequency vibroacoustical methods of free and forced, oscillations are used, It can be seen from the thcorctica] bases of free oscillation diagnostics method [1] . that at the presence of the crack the spectral amplitudes of higher harmonics of the testing object free oscillations unequal zero.
The forced oscillation vibroacoustical diagnostics method consists of excitation of testing object forced resonant oscillations and processing of acoustical noise of the above rncntioncd oscillations. For rotati~c bladed -stems (for example, gas turbine engines) the above rncntioned excitation pro~idcd by using rotativc rotor \vith constant frequency rotalion is kno~vn. Ho\\-ever, such excitation of testing objects forced resonant oscillations is possible if the natural frequencies of testing objects are kno~vn, For the case tvhen natural frcqucrrcics are unkno~~n bat natural frequency range is kno}vn, \vc propose for rotati~re bladed~stcms to use the non-s[ationav excitation }~ith variable frequency [2] . Such cxcitat ion is proposed to provide by respective (in natural frequency range) change of frequency of the rotor rotation.
The purpose of the t~ork is to crcatc the theoretical bases of the nonlinear forced oscillation method~vith mentioned excitation.
THEO~TICAL WSEARCH
(1)
The reaction of the oscil]at ing object for t hc arbitrag-cxcit at ion P(t) can be described by integral:
is the impulsive characteristics of the testing object; t~is the obscn-ation duration, .4t the initial rotation of the rotor, the non-stat ionan-excitation P(t) can be~vrittcn in the form:
}vherc: f)(t) =~m,(t)dt;~i~,(t)=~,n+~t; Q(t) is (hc phase of excitation: a>,(t) is the instantaneous frequency; a~flis the initial frequenc~~; P is the velocity of frequcrrq variation; P,j is constant quanlity.
As a testing object model Jve consider the one-mass oscillating~stcm~vith the single degree of freedom vithout dumping [2] . At the presence of the crack the testing object has diflcrcnt rigidity at stretching and compression. thcrcforc the testing object !tith the crack is nonlinear object. At the prcsencc of (he crack (he impulsive characteristic g(t) c~n bc presented in series Fourier [21: \vhere frequency~. is the same as of the object~vithout crack. By using expression (2), (3) the resonant forced oscillations of the object }vith the crack at N.@,(t) = O. can be obtained from integral (1) in the form of decomposition in a series Fourier:
y =~N is the rotor harmonic number; C(u), S(u) are Fmsnel integrals.
Assuming that o~fl = O and defining at resonance case the resonance moment t, by expression N~,(tl)=N~t, =Oo , argumcn(s z, and y, of Frcsncl integrals can bc }vrittcn in the fom~:
By using the expressions (4) the spcclral amplitude Ak of tcsling object resonant oscillations can bc present in a form ( ) A~= A~k +A;A~=a~B~.
At can bc seen from expression (3), that at the abscncc of the crack the spcc{ral amplitudes of higher harmonics (k> 1) equal zero; at the prcsencc of the crack the spectral amp[itudcs of higher harmonics unequal zero, As a testing data~~e propose to usc a multidimensional vector~, components of \\llich arc squares of amplitudes rations of higher (k> 1) and basic (k= 1) harmonics: ={(2)2(2)2(*)'} (6)
It can bc seen from expressions (3).,,(7), that parameter Dk dots not depend on the relative crack size A1/1,The ratio (ak/;l])Z depends on the relative crack size Alfl and inceases~vith the incrcmcnt of the relative crack size [2],
